Commerce
Experience

Unlock Omnichannel
to No Channel
Buy Anywhere, Fulfill Anywhere, Pickup Anywhere
New normal has given us a tremendous opportunity to redefine how consumers are
interacting today in a connected ecosystem. All online channels are showing double
digit growth. Are you up in the game?

Services
Consulting

Performance Engineering

Organization Roadmap for Digital
Commerce, Platform Evaluation,
Cloud Migration Strategy

Proving Best Experience To ours
customers customer. Platform
Tuning, Holiday readiness

Migration

Platform Implementation

Make business future ready in
today's Buy Anywhere, Fulfil
anywhere, Pickup anywhere
world. Re-Design, Enhancement
& Upgrade, Greenfield

Build a connected ecosystem.
From Omnichannel to No Channel
Get digitally smart, choose the bestfit product, set-up a well integrated
tech stack.

Data & Analytics

Run the Organization

Translate data to Insights. Get
single view of customers, make
data-driven decisions and deliver
personalized experiences. Unlock
different business models like
subscription commerce.

Seamless Support to Run the
Business. Integrated model powered
by AI and ML techniques.

Changing Consumer Behavior
The only ‘Constant’ in the digital world is ‘Change’ and that
too is occurring at a rapid pace.
The term “New Normal” should be the first entry in our COVID-19 new normal dictionary. A fact
widely accepted is, until the world sees a vaccine, we are to live with the limitations.
As the world emerges from the restrictions and lockdowns over the next few weeks and
months, shoppers and retailers both alike will be looking at “Shop – Z”, new-age retail that will
redefine how you, me, and all of us are going to buy henceforth. This blog will give you a POV
on the new normal.
Read here

We conceptualize, build, and manage digital products through experience design, data
engineering, and advanced analytics for over 130 leading companies. Our solutions
leverage industry-leading platforms to help our clients be competitive, agile, and
disruptive while moving with velocity through change and opportunity.
With headquarters in Pune, India, our 10,000+ associates work across 33 locations,
including San Jose, Seattle, Princeton, Cape Town, London, Singapore, and Mexico City.
For more information please contact: velocity@zensar.com | www.zensar.com

